GuSp-Sommerlager 2021
THE CAMPSITE
This year we are going to the youth campsite Turnersee in Carinthia. There we have a large meadow
for camping and a small house equipped with toilets and showers.
We set up the kitchen for our kitchen team ourselves. We also set up a big tent - the White Giant - for
eating and sitting in. The children's luggage is stored in so-called hangars, in which we build
storage/hanging facilities made of wood. We set up the tents in which the children spend the night
together with the children - as well as our tables and cooking areas.
Our campsite is close to the Turnersee and Klopeiner lakes, which we will use for swimming.

ACTIVITIES
The programme is based on our motto. For the children, the motto starts with our spring camp on
29/30 May.
A special highlight is the 2-day hike. On this one, the children hike in their group. They will be equipped
with a map, compass and description of the route. The destination is a bivouac site where the children
spend the night together with us leaders. On the second day, they hike back to the campsite along a
different route. On the way there are checkpoints at regular intervals so that we know where the
children are and how they are doing. We also check the route while the children are hiking. The
children hike with daypacks. Sleeping bags, sleeping mats, washing and eating utensils etc. are
transported by us to the bivouac site.

THE HEALTH SHEET
The health sheet should be submitted fully completed before the summer camp.
Bedwetting:
Please be honest here and inform us if your child is bedwetting. This information allows us to handle
the situation discreetly and helps us to support your child at the camp.
Car rides:
Situations where short car rides with us guides might be necessary are for example:
- A group has taken a wrong turn while hiking and is led back to the right path/bivouac.
- A child has sprained his foot and is led the last part of the way to the campsite.
- A child is sick and has to go to the doctor.
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THE PACKAGE LIST
Packed lunch:
Please bring a packed lunch for the journey, the first meal at camp will be dinner. Apart from this,
however, please refrain from food/sweets - the children will be provided with enough of these by us.
Postal address:
The address of the camp site is given on the packing list. We kindly ask you to send a letter to your
child at least once, if possible.
Contact person:
A contact person in Vienna is listed on the packing list. This person is in regular contact with us and
knows what is going on at the camp. If you have general questions, please contact this person - the
management team would like to devote their time at the camp to the children and therefore do not
have the facilities to make phone calls to everyone who has questions.
Mobile phone:
There is a ban on mobile phones for the children without exception.
Pocket money:
The children will occasionally have the opportunity to buy postcards & stamps, an ice cream or sweets.
The children keep the money themselves in their daypack. We recommend an amount of 15-20€.

EQUIPMENT
Backpack:
-

Several compartments and lots of storage
space
Size: min. 70 litres
Comfortable pelvic belt
Adjustable straps
do not attach any bags to the outside of
the rucksack
(Exception: sleeping bag and/or sleeping
mat, if applicable)

Daypack:
-

Size: approx. 14-20 litres
Well-padded carrying straps
possibly hip belt
Waterproof (protective cover)
possibly school backpack
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Fabric bag:
-

Sack system for keeping things tidy
different colours (suggestion):
yellow: eating utensils, blue: washing
utensils,
red: dirty laundry, green: fresh laundry
Material: fabric

-

sleeping bag & sleeping mat:
-

Comfort zone from 7 degrees or lower
(cool nights).
Investment for the next years

Rain gear:
- Rain jacket + rain trousers
- Do not confuse with softshell jackets
(comfortable, well ventilated, warm but NO rain protection).
- Alternative: Poncho + rain trousers

Hiking boots:
- good profile
- over the ankle
- waterproof
- if possible already registered

Bath slippers:
-

go to shower
closed
e.g. Crocs or similar.
Elastic bands:
-

for hanging up laundry, torch in the
tent,...
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Torch:
-

Recommendation: Headlamp/headlamp
(free hands during programme)

Pocket knife (not a mandatory):
- Use only under supervision
- Protective mechanism (do not simply fold
up)

Scoutcard:
With the Scoutcard that your child has received from us, you receive discounts in some sports shops,
including Hervis and Treksport.
42er-Shop:
If your child still needs equipment such as 42s shirts, shirt, neckerchief, please contact Irene Tretthahn
from our 42s shop at irene.tretthahn@chello.at (2 weeks before the date) and collect them at a shop
appointment in the Scout Home. The shop dates can be seen on our homepage www.42er.at.
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